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 One hour lecture for the topic described in many thick books
and lectured at universities over months

 More standard topic than for most of other lectures

 Focus on aspects important in beam instrumentation

 What should I take into consideration while choosing an ADC for my system ?

Outline:

 ADC fundamentals

 Which sampling rate do I need ?

 How many bits do I need ?

 A glance on three datasheets

 A few examples of ADC modules
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Introduction
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Literature

 “From analog to digital” by Jeroen Belleman

 two hour lecture during CAS 2008 in Dourdan

 lecture: http://cas.web.cern.ch/files/lectures/dourdan-2008/belleman.pdf

 paper (pages 281 – 316): http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1071486/files/cern-2009-005.pdf

 “Art of Electronics, 3rd edition”, P. Horowitz, W. Hill

 Chapter 13: “Digital meets analog”, pages 879 – 955

 Excellent book

 For everybody, beginners and experts
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Why ADCs ?  What is an ADC ?

 Beam instrumentation signals (voltages, currents, light, …) 
are analog and the control room is “numeric”

 Processing of numbers is by far more powerful than 
processing of analog signals

 ADCs are very important parts of BI systems and often
put a limit for the system performance  

 An ADC is an electronic circuit which converts an analog
signal (continuous time, continuous amplitude) into a digital 
signal (discrete time, discrete amplitude = series of pairs of 
numbers)

 An ADC is an integrated circuit (except very special cases)

 Unfortunately an ADC chip does not work alone

 Digital data must be taken and send further
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Sampling
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Sampling
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Sampling
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Sampling and quantization
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Sampling and quantization
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Sampling and quantization
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ADC errors
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Quantization error
 Here we consider only an ideal quantization

of a continuous signal (no sampling).
Quantized signal is an approximation o the input 
signal; their difference is the quantization noise.

 Used quantities:

 A – input signal amplitude

 n – number of bits

 q – one bit amplitude: 

 Max quantization error:

 RMS amplitude of the input signal:

 Quantisation error RMS amplitude:

 Signal to Noise Ratio:

 Effective Number of Bits: 

𝑞 =
2𝐴

2𝑛

𝑒𝑚 =
±𝑞

2

𝑒𝑅𝑀𝑆 =
1

12
𝑞 ≅ 0.289 𝑞

𝐴𝑅𝑀𝑆 =
𝐴

2

𝑆𝑁𝑅 =
𝐴𝑅𝑀𝑆

𝑒𝑅𝑀𝑆
=

6

2
2𝑛 𝑆𝑁𝑅 dB = 20 log10

6

2
2𝑛 ≅ 1.76 + 6.02 𝑛

𝐸𝑁𝑂𝐵 =
𝑆𝑁𝑅 dB − 1.76

6.02
𝐸𝑁𝑂𝐵′ =

𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐴𝐷 dB − 1.76

6.02
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Quantization error

𝑒𝑅𝑀𝑆 =
1

12
𝑞 ≅ 0.289𝑞

 For numerical simulation with n = 4 
(figure above) one gets eRMS = 0.271 q

 Numerical simulation with noise as 
the analog input signal

 Quantization simulated with round()

 Same color coding as the “sine example”

 Now eRMS = 0.287
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Quantization error

 N = 10000 samples of a full scale 4-bit sine

 fin = 0.01 fs (100 samples per sin period)

 100 samples of 1 period shown, corresponding to
1 % of the whole signal  

 only one component expected, at
N × fin / fs, that is 100th bin

 Other components have levels in the order of
– 40 dB, that is about 1 % of the fundamental
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Quantization error and dither

 As before, but added a small noise (blue) to the 
input signal, of RMS amplitude 0.4 q

 Now only one component seen at the expected 
location

 Noise floor seen at the level in the order of
– 55 dB, that is about 0.18 % of the fundamental
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No dither vs. dither

 In blue: input signal without noise (shifted 
vertically for better visibility)

 In red: input signal with noise

 In blue: spectrum of the signal without noise

 In red: spectrum of the signal with noise
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To dither or not to dither
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Discrete spectra: “FFT gain”

 In red: 10 kS spectrum as before

 In magenta: 100 kS spectrum

 N increased 10 times, noise decreased
by 10 dB

 FFT gain = 
1

2
𝑁

 FFT noise floor = 
time domain noise

FFT gain
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Slew rate

𝑠 𝑡 = 𝐴 sin 2π 𝑓𝑡

𝑆𝑅 = max
𝑑𝑠

𝑑𝑡
= 2π 𝐴𝑓

 Signals of higher frequency require
better SR

 Larger signals require better SR

 Pulse signals faster than the circuit
SR are distorted

 If SR hits the limit and still faster signals 
are required, then the only option is to limit 
the signal amplitude

 ADCs for GHz signals have small input 
dynamic range, sometimes below 1 Vpp

 Smaller amplitudes do not help for SNR
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Clock jitter

 The sampling instances are defined by the clock 
signal

 Noise on the clock signal shifts the sampling 
instances, introducing amplitude errors of the sampled 
signal

 Assuming a sine signal and that the amplitude noise 
due to the clock jitter is smaller than
0.5 LSB

𝛥𝑡 <
1

2π𝑓2𝑛

𝛥𝑠 =
𝑑𝑠

𝑑𝑡
𝛥𝑡
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Clock jitter

 For faster ADCs with more bits a low jitter sampling 
clock is a challenge

 Fast ADCs have differential clock inputs

 Amplitude noise on the clock lines can also cause 
clock jitter, so very clean power supplies are 
required for the clock circuitry 

 Clock signals should not be considered as digital 
signals but rather like super-sensitive analog signals

 Good clocks never come directly from an FPGA
or other complex logic

 For high performance ADCs there are dedicated 
chips for producing clock signals with an adequate 
quality 

𝛥𝑡 <
1

2π𝑓2𝑛

Maximal clock jitter for erorrs < 0.5 LSB

f 8 bits 12 bits 16 bits 24 bits

1 kHz 620 ns 39 ns 2.4 ns 9.5 ps

1 MHz 620 ps 39 p 2.4 ps 9.5 fs

1 GHz 620 fs 39 fs 2.4 fs 9.5 as
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 More bandwidth  more noise  smaller SNR

 Faster signals  smaller amplitudes possible

 Faster signals  larger switching currents required 
larger power dissipation

 Faster signals or more bits  smaller clock jitter required

𝑉𝑛 = 4𝑘𝑇𝑅𝐵

R = 50 Ω, T = 300 K

B Vn SNR5V SNR1V ENOB5V ENOB1V

1 Hz 0.9 nV 186 172 30.6 28.2

1 kHz 29 nV 156 142 25.6 23.3

1 MHz 910 nV 126 112 20.6 18.3

1 GHz 29 µV 96 82 15.6 13.3

R = 1 kΩ, T = 300 K

B Vn SNR5V SNR1V ENOB5V ENOB1V

1 Hz 4.1 nV 173 159 28.4 26.1

1 kHz 130 nV 143 129 23.4 21.1

1 MHz 4.1 µV 113 99 18.4 16.1

1 GHz 130 µV 83 69 13.5 11.1

𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
slew rate

2π𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑑𝑢𝑐
𝑑𝑡

=
𝑖𝑐
𝐶𝑝

Fundamental ADC limitations
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Sampling

 The Niquist-Shannon sampling theorem:

If a signal is sampled at least twice per period of the 
component with the highest frequency, then the 
signal
can be perfectly reconstructed from the samples

 Aliasing phenomenon, if the Niquist criterion is not 
respected

 Sometimes aliasing is a desired effect

 Aliasing cannot be compensated “in digital”

 The digitized signal must be band-limited
(anti-aliasing filter)

 Because the filter needs some “frequency room” to 
develop the attenuation, the sampling rate should 
be higher than the theorem says

 The more oversampling, the easier the anti-aliasing 
filter

𝑓𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 > 2 ∙ (signal bandwidth)
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Sampling a sinewave: IQ demodulation

 “IQ demodulation” is a popular technique to 
digitize sine signals

 IQ demodulation needs the sampling clock 
to be synchronised to the input signal

 Exactly 4 samples per input signal period
(2 × Niquist)

 I = “in phase”, Q = “quadrature”

 Amplitude and phase information

𝑎 = 𝐼2 + 𝑄2

𝜑 = arctan
𝑄

𝐼
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Sampling a pulse

The ADC clock synchronised to n × frev or  n × fRF

+ a few samples required to have good signal 
reconstruction

+ the sampling follows the machine frequency changes 

‒ machine timing has to be delivered to the system

‒ machine timing necessary for proper operation

‒ often a local PLL necessary to get the required
clock jitter

‒ phase adjustment w.r.t. the beam often required

‒ phase adjustment changes with the frequency

A fixed-frequency ADC clock generated locally

+ very simple and robust

+ best ADC clock quality possible

‒ random sampling phase

‒ more samples required for good signal 
reconstruction

𝛥𝜑𝑐𝑙𝑘 = 2π 𝜏𝑐𝑙𝑘𝛥𝑓𝑐𝑙𝑘
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Sampling a pulse

 Beam signals are not static

 The beam signal phase changes due to synchrotron motion

 Beam signal shape follows the synchrotron motion

 Measuring the signals foreseen for digitisation is a good idea before choosing the sampling rate

 Adequate low pass filtering can reduce the phase and shape changes
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Sampling a pulse

 50 mV/div, 2 ns/div

 SPS beam

 2 pairs of 10 mm button electrodes

 Signals already “filtered” by quite 
long cables
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Beam position within a bunch (“head-tail” system)

 BPM signal direct sampling with a fast oscilloscope

 analogue BW 4 GHz, 10 GS/s, 10 bits, ENOB 8.7

 890 kS/turn, 12.5 GB/s

Beam position per bunch (“normaliser” system, “S-normaliser”)

 bunch position  time interval  voltage  number

 analogue BW 70 MHz, 40 MS/s, 10 (16) bits, ENOB 9.5 (12.8)

 3.6 kS/turn, 50 (80) MB/s

Beam position per turn (“diode” system)

 peak bunch amplitude  DC voltage  number

 analogue BW 100 Hz, 11 kS/s, 24 bits, ENOB 18.0

 1 S/turn, 34 kB/s

What sampling rate do I need ?
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What sampling rate do I need ?

 The “good” sampling rate depends on

 the time structure of the digitized signal

 the required time resolution of the measured quantity: specification needed !

 the analog processing possible before the ADC

 the size of the system and the available money and manpower 

 Faster sampling is expensive:

 poorer resolution

 often smaller input dynamic range

 more samples to take care of

 higher power dissipation

 the ADC itself costs more

 the FPGA receiving the ADC data costs more

 more complex system and data processing (more work required)
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How many bits do I need ?

Example on LHC beam intensity measurements (DCCT): DC beam current integral

 Single pilot bunch 5 ×109: required resolution 1% (well below noise of the sensor + electronics)

 Nominal bunch + margin: 3 ×1011 (pilot × 60) 

 Max. number of bunches 3000

 Required dynamic range: 100 × 60 × 3000 = 18 ×106

 Required number of bits: log2(18 ×106) = 24.1

 Signal is slow, so a 24-bit ADC possible (and used in reality)

 A good 24-bit ADC has some 110 dB SNR, that is some 18 bits

 6 bits missing, a factor of 64

 Room for SNR improvement by averaging: required averaging factor 642 = 4096
If the acquisition is done once per turn, then the 4096 average lasts 4096/11246 ≈ 0.4 s

 Averaging could be replaced by an IIR filtering
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How many bits do I need ?
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Comparison

 24 bits, ENOB 18.0, 144 kS/s, BW 78 kHz

 FS: 5 V, LSB: 0.3 µV

 8 channels sampled in parallel

 16 bits, ENOB 12.8, 65 MS/s, BW 700 MHz

 FS: 2.25 V, LSB: 34 µV

 A member of a large pin compatible family

 12 bits, ENOB 8.0, 4 GS/s, BW 3 GHz

 FS: 0.95 V, LSB: 230 µV

 Power consumption 2 W
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Comparison
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Comparison
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What is a nice ADC ?

 Must have:

 a good datasheet

 good datasheet performance

 possible to buy

 a differential analog input

 possibility to connect an external reference

 Should have

 development kit

 simple interface to the external world

 Good to have

 a few pin compatible versions with different sampling and resolution combinations

 versions with different number of channels
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ADC modules and boards

 Audio codec: 2 ADCs + 2 DACs, 24 bit, 192 kS/s, PCB: 4 layers, smallest component 1206 (3.2 × 1.6 mm)
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ADC modules and boards

 PCB: 4 layers, smallest component 0603 (1.6 × 0.8 mm)
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ADC modules and boards

 PCB: 6 layers

 Smallest component 0402 (1 × 0.5 mm)
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ADC modules and boards

 PCB: smallest component 0201 (0.25 × 0.125 mm)
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ADC boards/modules
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 General trend ”less analogue, more digital” makes the ADCs the key parts of BI systems

 Advancements in the ADC technology shifts the capabilities of BI systems, often at the expense
of their higher complexity

 Nowadays high performance ADCs require quite complex “RF design” boards

 High performance ADCs need excellent external signals: clocks, references, power supplies, input circuits

 Do not underestimate the potential gain from good analog processing before the ADCs,
especially for “difficult cases” = fast sampling and high resolution at the same time

 Detailed requirements for a new BI system are necessary to choose the optimal system architecture
and an adequate ADC

 time axis: a fixed clock frequency or a clock synchronised to a timing

 amplitude axis: one dynamic range, a few ranges, a programmable gain control 

 Slower sampling rates help for everything, except the time resolution: noise, distortion, data rate,
power consumption, complexity, money, manpower

 The faster, the better: NOT TRUE,  the more bits, the better: TRUE (but more expensive)

 Reading data sheets is good, measuring is better

 Playing with simulated data is good, playing with measurement data is better

 Playing with ADC development kits at an early stage of the system design may be very useful 

Summary
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A spare slide


